INTRODUCTION
Shared objects are a key component in today's ever growing distributed systems. Applications ranging from electronic commerce to social media on hand-held devices require shared data. Linearizability (or atomicity) is a popular and easy-to-use consistency condition for such shared objects which gives the illusion of sequential execution of operations. We focus on shared objects of arbitrary data types (e.g., stacks, queues, sets, read-modify-write objects) in addition to basic read/write registers.
These applications share data among a large number, n, of geographically dispersed processes, which can communicate only over a message passing system. We assume no process failures and a reliable point-to-point message passing system. We also assume the system is partially synchronous in that it provides bounded but uncertain message delays and approximately synchronized clocks. More specifically, the time for the delivery of any message between any two processes falls in a certain range of [d − u, d] , where d is the message delay upper bound and u is the message delay uncertainty. We assume that the time for local computation is negligible compared to the message delays. The maximum clock skew between any two processes is denoted . It has been shown that the optimal value of in this model is
To guarantee the linearizability of an object of arbitrary data type, a centralized mechanism can perform each operation with time at most 2d in the worst case, since the message from the invoking process to the control center takes at most d and the response message also takes at most d. Alternatively, one can use a total order broadcast primitive, but this is not faster than the centralized scheme when taking into account the time overhead to implement the totally ordered broadcast on top of a point-to-point message system [1] . Increasing pressure to speed up applications raises * Supported in part by NSF grant 0964696
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Our goal is to find optimally fast implementations for linearizable shared objects of arbitrary data types. Inspired by Weihl's work [5] using commutativity properties of operations for transaction processing, Kosa [2] characterized operations by axioms on what operation sequences are legal and proved a variety of upper and lower bounds in different models. But there still exist gaps between the lower and upper bounds for many commonly used data types. In this work, we extend Kosa's approach as follows:
• We design an algorithm that uses the axiomatic properties of different operations to reduce the running time of each operation to below 2d.
• We prove larger lower bounds on the time complexity of certain types of operations, by exploiting the message delay uncertainty and the presence of more processes in the system.
• As a result of the new upper and lower bounds, we have reduced the gap and in some cases have tight bounds.
• We also consider new classifications of operations based on new properties we found relevant to the lower bounds.
CONTRIBUTIONS
We seek tight time bounds for operations on objects of arbitrary data type. We now describe our current work informally.
We have designed an algorithm to implement a linearizable shared object. The operations on the object are partitioned into three types: pure mutators, pure accessors, and other operations. Informally, an accessor is an operation that returns some information about the state of the object and a mutator is an operation that changes the state of the object. An operation that is an accessor but not a mutator is a pure accessor, and an operation that is a mutator but not an accessor is a pure mutator. Then given a parameter 1 X, 0 ≤ X ≤ d + − u, our algorithm guarantees that
• each operation that is a pure accessor takes at most d + − X time,
• each operation that is a pure mutator takes at most + X time, and 1 The parameter value allows a tradeoff between the time for pure mutators and the time for pure accessors and can be set according to the relative frequency of the operations, as in [4] .
• any other operation takes at most d + time.
We have the following lower bounds on the running time of operations in any algorithm:
1. Consider any operation for which there exist two instances (indicating choice of argument and return value) such that individually, each instance is legal but in sequence they are not (e.g., read-modify-write on a register, dequeue on a queue, and pop on a stack). Then the lower bound is d + min{ , u,
}, which improves on the previous lower bound of d [2] . Pure mutators return no information about the object, thus instances of pure mutators are always legal, both individually and in sequence. Pure accessors do not change the state of the object, so the instances of the pure accessor should be legal in sequence as long as they are legal individually. Therefore, this type of operation cannot be a pure mutator or a pure accessor, indicating that in our algorithm it is of type "other" and takes time at most d + . This bound is tight when is smaller than
and smaller than u (which is the case when the clock skew has its optimal value of (1 − 1 n )u).
2. Consider any operation for which there exist k ≤ n instances such that each instance separately is legal and in any sequence they are legal, but the state of the object is different after different sequences (e.g., write on a register, enqueue on a queue, push on a stack, and insert or delete on a tree). Then the lower bound is (1 − 1 k )u, which improves on the previous lower bound of u 2
[2] when k > 2. One type of operations that fit this criterion are pure mutators. For these operations, our algorithm gives an upper bound of + X, resulting in a tight bound when k = n, has its optimal value of (1 − 1 n )u, and X = 0.
3. Consider a pure mutator operation such that given a set of instances of the operation, the state of the object reflects the order in which the instances occur (e.g., enqueue on a queue, push on a stack, and insert or delete on a tree). Now consider a pure accessor operation with an instance that can detect whether or not an instance of the pure mutator occurred (e.g., peek on a queue, peek on a stack, and find depth on a tree). Then the sum of the worst-case times for the pure mutator and the pure accessor (e.g., enqueue+peek, push+peek, insert+find depth, and delete+find depth) is at least d + min{ , u, 
}.
The lower bound on the sum of the time for a pair of operations mentioned in the third point above puts more restrictions on the pure mutator than does the corresponding result in [2] , namely, it requires the state of the object to reflect the sequence in which instances of the pure mutator occurred.
Suppose this condition is dropped completely, so that the state of the object does not depend on the order in which the pure mutator instances are executed (e.g., increment and decrement on a counter, insert and delete on a set). Then the d lower bound in [2] holds for the sum of the times for the pure mutator and the pure accessor (e.g., increment+read and decrement+read for a counter, and insert+search and delete+search for a set). We have another partially synchronous algorithm for a class of objects that includes set and counter, which shows the bound d for pure mutator+pure accessor is tight for objects in this class. Now suppose the state of the object partially depends on the order in which the pure mutator instances are executed. For instance, given a sequence of writes, the state of the register depends only on which write is last, while the order of the preceding writes is irrelevant. Finding the tight time complexity on the sum of a pure mutator and a pure accessor in this case (e.g., write+read) is open; the d lower bound from [2] still holds, but we do not know of a partially synchronous algorithm that matches this bound.
The different time bounds resulting from the different properties of pure mutators indicate new classifications within the pure mutator group.
CONCLUSIONS
The contributions in this work are not limited to proving new time bounds for operations on linearizable shared objects. We also developed a new method for proving lower bounds for this problem and made new observations concerning properties of operations, which may be useful in future research.
Previous time lower bounds for partially synchronous systems have frequently used the method of "shifting" executions (e.g., [3] ). The main idea is to ensure that every process in the system has the same local view in the shifted execution as in the original execution. We use a modification of the time shift method; our new method only ensures that the original and new executions are indistinguishable to certain processes during certain time intervals which are still large enough to suit our purposes. Since the guarantee is weaker, we are able to shift by larger amounts and thus prove larger lower bounds than before.
Unlike previous lower bounds which only involved operations invoked by a small number of processes (say two to four), we exploited the presence of an arbitrary number of processes to get larger lower bounds. In large-scale distributed systems, we expect there to be many processes that participate in shared object applications. Meanwhile, more concurrent operations bring forward more complicated relationships than commutativity, as well as more specific properties of operations.
